Security Video Digital Platform™

Hybrid High Definition

INTRODUCING A VIEW OF SECURITY ABOVE THE REST
When S-VIDIA was conceived, its prime directive was to program the most robust, feature-packed, proprietary
software designed specifically for surveillance video ever produced. The end result - the world’s finest, most
technologically-advanced approach to the capture, recording, and playback of security video commercially
available on the market today.
S-VIDIA’s unique software features include: a revolutionary proprietary compression method through its own
Prior-to-Compression Analytics™ and Video Noise Isolation™, plus military-grade network encryption, and an
easy-to-use, tamper-proof operating system. Its hybrid capability enables users to record any analog, megapixel,
or IP-based stream to the same synchronized database and easily recall any motion-triggered incident with just a
few clicks or keystrokes.
Engineered by CCTV professionals, for CCTV professionals and new or residential users alike, S-VIDIA is now
available in multiple form factors designed to accommodate even the most demanding surveillance applications.
Users can integrate S-VIDIA’s software into any existing legacy network without the potential for compatibility
issues, malicious viruses, or hacking attempts.
Well-known, “name brand” CCTV apps still record video in inefficient h.264-type methods rendered obsolete by
S-VIDIA. When every second counts, the S-VIDIA difference is significantly clear, precise, and timely. Don’t get lost
among the common and mundane when a direct path to a superior, unparalleled solution lies ahead...
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U N I Q U E F E AT URE S

TRUE HD SECURITY

View and Record security video from a broad range of analog
and megapixel cameras at full camera resolution (2CIF to 80
Megapixel). Auto resolution and aspect ratio detection will
provide the most optimum video stream.

FLEXIBLE DELTA™

PROPRIETARY COMPRESSION METHOD

Record security video in the only format
designed specifically for CCTV. All video is
kept in a single secure archive file and file
size is but a fraction of conventional video
formats typical of the security industry.

PTC HYPERSENSITIVE ANALYTICS™

Prior to video compression, S-VIDIA
determines all motion change data for
impeccable accuracy. Sensitive to changes
as small as a 4x4 pixel area for analog
cameras and 8x8 for IP/Megapixel cameras.

Video is transmitted to viewing software only when a
secure connection is established, no more stolen
security footage.

FULLY HYBRID - NO ENCODERS NEEDED.

Because S-VIDIA’s servers are fully hybrid, analog can be integrated
along with IP/Megapixel cameras without the need for any expensive
encoders.

VDB CONSUMPTION AND HEALTH MONITOR

To ensure that video data is stored properly and efficiently, S-VIDIA
incorporates a real time video database consumption and health
monitor to determine the server’s status, database health,
consumption rate, and much more.

GREEN ENERGY FRIENDLY

Every byte that is processed consumes energy. With files sizes more
than 50% smaller than conventional compression streaming
technology, we use far less energy than our competitors.

NOISE ISOLATION PROCESS™

Our proprietary noise reduction algorithm
analyzes video noise commonly found in
security cameras, and helps reduce file size
by more than 50% compared to h.264.

FAST STREAM TECHNOLOGY

S-VIDIA features the fastest video server connection algorithm in
the industry. Access your security video footage faster to react to
critical situations as they happen from any Windows or Android
device.

QUICK MOTION SEARCH™

Quickly recover video of missing object events or
motion-triggered events by highlighting areas within camera
views. Server will search for activity within the selected area and
quickly display desired events.

QUICK EVIDENCE EXPORT

PROPRIETARY 128-BIT VIDEO ENCRYPTION

Allows user to view and export any video fragment onto local
media such as a CD/DVD or USB device within 5 clicks from any
server, no matter where it is located.

SCALABLE AND EXPANDABLE

Utilize up to 16 cameras per server. Interconnect unlimited servers with
S-VIDIA Multi-Client Software to monitor and record an unlimited
number of security camera feeds.

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE

S-VIDIA Systems can work non-stop for years at a time. System
performs automatic user-defined maintenance schedule. Remotely
update the server software via the provided client.

ONE TIME PURCHASE

NO EXTRA SOFTWARE LICENSES NEEDED

Unlike other vendors, once an S-VIDIA customer, always an S-VIDIA
customer. No Sales and Service Agreements and free updates as they
become available.
Our full list of features can be found on the web at
www.svidia.com/features
or by asking your local security product dealer
how these features can work for you.

F RAME

SURVEILLANCE SUPERHIGHWAY

SECURITY VIDEO DIGITAL PLATFORM
Original images with no enhancement.
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Image Information
Distance from object: ~100ft/30m
Angle to object: 40°
Vehicle Speed: ~60mph/100kph
Image Resolution: Lowest setting at 2CIF 640x240
Frames per Vehicle: 10-15 frames
Total File Size per Vehicle: 200kb-1mb.
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R ECORD

S-VIDIA’s Client and Multi-Client server software
provides unparalleled user-defined flexibility.
High resolution hybrid input allows for analog
camera recording to coexist with both MP and IP
cameras on the same server. Prior to
compression analytics (PTC Analytics) allows the
system to format raw video motion data at the
camera level for the purpose of suppressing any
ambient noise (through S-VIDIA’s proprietary
Noise Isolation Process). This pre-filtered data is
then compressed via S-VIDIA’s own Flexible
Delta Compression (FDC) algorithms and stored
in a proprietary file format that is a fraction of
any competing platform. What does all this
mean for the end-user? The benefits derived
from S-VIDIA’s method of recording results in
less wear and tear on essential components of
the surveillance system, meaning extending
their useful life - all while providing the ultimate
in high resolution, full-frame streaming video.

M O NI TO R

DOWNLOAD OUR SOFTWARE DEMO
AND SAMPLES @ SVIDIA.COM

R EVIEW

Video monitoring is done in real time. An
OnTop, sizable viewer is available for PC
monitors while conducting on-going business
tasks and will pop up to full-screen automatically should a predefined exception event occur.
The malleability of S-VIDIA’s FDC software gives
the user unprecedented request-based viewing
options. Viewing resolution and size is
user-defined. A motion detector setting can be
precisely specified (down to a 4x4 pixel matrix)
to avoid false alarms of exception events, with
up to 10 programmable alarm zones per camera
setting the parameters for passive or intense
monitoring, as desired. Automatic Object
Tracing outlines moving entities in a green box
to provide distinctive referencing for operators
who may otherwise be monitoring numerous
cameras simultaneously. Live viewing of up to
256 cameras is available through Multi-Client
(multi-location) software.

Fast Stream technology provides the industry’s
fastest access to recorded video - an important
feature in time-critical emergency situations.
Synchronize up to 16 channels per server of full
streaming footage. With quick access to the
video archive in full camera resolution on
broadband connections and search speeds of up
to 1000 fps, the Quick Motion Search feature
rapidly finds exceptions meeting your search
criteria. S-VIDIA’s highly efficient (FDC)
compression method saves space and provides
longer video retention over time. Locating and
exporting evidence is a snap and can be
retained on DVD or USB form factors that retain
all the software’s functionality in the captured
video.

AND MUCH MORE. . .
With 128-bit encryption and other proprietary
measures, hacking into the system is virtually
impossible and forensic-quality evidence is
assured as tamper-proof encoding disallows the
altering of even a single pixel.
Our software is designed for easy access with
advanced features intuitively placed in the
background of the user interface. Novice users
will find navigating the software for daily review
a task no more difficult than sending an email.
With live support and quick “how to” guides,
using our software will be second nature.

P R E CO N F I G U R E D S E R I E S
CORE
SPEED

MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM TOTAL
VIDEO INPUTS RECORDING RESOLUTION

2

8

8MP

3

16

21MP

5

16

32MP

7

16

80MP

SERIES

S-VIDIA has a preconfigured system to
accommodate most every need, from the
individual user to enterprise-wide solutions.
These systems are designed to be fully
functional by themselves or can easily be
interchanged or daisy-chained to best fit client requirements.
Further, with their hybrid capability, no additional equipment or
expensive encoders are required - providing a streamlined utility that saves capital
investment over time. All S-VIDIA servers carry a two-year warranty and are proudly hand
assembled in the United States of America under strict guidelines and fully load-tested for 48
hours prior to shipping to assure problem-free integration into the security video system.
S-VIDIA preconfigured servers are tailored to fit the dynamics of the end-user’s security
needs and are available through S-VIDIA’s website, by calling directly, or requesting that a
local integrator make them available. Questions regarding what system best fits end-user
requirements can readily be answered simply by calling S-VIDIA directly. We are here to
provide you the best user experience - from ordering to post-integration.

MP=Megapixels

VISIT WWW . SVIDIA . COM / HA RDWARE FOR
FULL HA RDWARE LIST A ND SPECIFICATIONS

C USTOM E NT ER P R I S E L E V E L V I D E O S E C URIT Y S OLU TION S

I N T E G R AT E D T E C H N O LOGY & S E CU R I T Y

Not everyone is the same, nor are circumstances, or work environments. Thus, S-VIDIA offers custom
solutions for those clients seeking exceptional functionality outside the parameters of our preconfigured
systems. Because of the sophistication of S-VIDIA’s Security Video Digital Platform (SVDP), a tremendous
degree of malleability is possible to fit the most demanding, precise requirements of the user and our
team of world-class programmers are available to fine-tune the system to meet any end-user’s most
critical needs.
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Best Quality
Smallest File Size

Video security professionals can agree that Motion JPEG retains the
most accurate image information compared to industry alternatives
such as H.264 or MPEG4. Our system uses proprietary algorithms to
derive motion from security video feeds and utilizes our own Motion
JPEG-like compression method to compress, store, and transmit only
the changes within the camera’s field of view. Our FDC recording
scheme allows for the highest quality image data to be derived not
from static imaging, but the most important elements of the security
camera feed - only motion
that is truly relevant to
the premises’ security.

Real Time Recording

We make setting up and supporting the system easy for you. Simply call us to schedule an appointment for when you will be
at the server location and we will provide a step-by-step, walkthrough with live support over the phone. It is important to us
that you get the fullest utility from your Security Video Digital Platform and we are available to help you fine-tune any feature
to best fit your needs. Quick “How To” guides are available for download and training videos are updated regularly to keep
up with system upgrades. To be honest, when it comes to security video, we have our own self-interests in mind as we use
these products ourselves. If we rely on S-VIDIA to secure our own homes and protect our families, you can rest assured that
you and yours will be secure as well.
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Product descriptions and specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual
products may vary from photos. Not all products include all features. Please contact an
authorized S-VIDIA dealer for specific model information.
Availability varies by region; FLIR and other product names mentioned herein are and
or may be trade names and/or registered trademarks of other companies.
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